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INTRODUCTION

ADVANTAGES OF WAVEPLATES FORMED USING GLAD
• Elements with diameters exceeding few centimeters

can be formed.
• High variety of materials, such as metal oxides or

fluorides, can be chosen for manufacturing1. 
• Formation of achromatic waveplates on any flat glass or

crystal surface is possible by using Glancing angle 
deposition (GLAD) technique.

ACHROMATIC WAVEPLATES
Achromatic retarders can be made by combining not 
multiple separate crystal waveplates3 but by precisely 
selecting anisotropic thin films and aligning their optical 
axis at optimal angles.

Waveplates (also known as retarders) are used to manipulate 
the polarization state of transmitting light without attenuating, 
deviating, or displacing the beam. They work by using the 
birefringent property of certain materials to manipulate the 
polarization state of the transmitted light. 
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Fig. 3. Cross-section SEM image of 
Ta2O5 and HfO2 λ/4 waveplate

Fig.2. The phase retardance dispersion
of fabricated Ta2O5 and HfO2

nanostructured coating.

Fig. 1. The principal scheme of GLAD system. 
χ indicates the angle between the vapor flux 

and the normal of the substrate surface,
from Lina Grinevičiūtė et al.2

• It was found that the highest anisotropy can be 
reached by depositing Ta2O5 layers at 70 degrees. 
Furthermore, by combining anisotropic and dense 
layers the theoretical design of achromatic waveplate 
was achieved and experimentally fabricated. 

• The initial results where we demonstrate the achromatic 
properties in the 500 – 700 nm wavelength range was 
achieved 

• The set of experiments were conducted to determine 
the highest anisotropy of Ta2O5 layer. The refractive 
indexes for fast and slow axis were determined for 
three deposition angles - 65, 70 and 75 degrees. 

• The phase retardance dependency on wavelength was 
measured (Fig. 2) and SEM image was taken (Fig. 3). 


